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To my sister, Candice, the only person in the world
who might know my characters better than I do.

THE WORLD’S A SPIRAL OF red and gray. Monochrome trees reach toward a sky that’s green before it
burns crimson. My uniform is red too; it was tan this
morning. Probably shouldn’t bleed on it so much.
My head hits the ground. Pain flash-bombs through
me, and dark spots cloud my eyes. Niobe-va. Blood
pumps from my shoulder. My teeth chatter...so cold.
From a distance, explosives wail; the ground
quakes.
A heartbeat later, my body stops shivering. Everything goes black.
Warm breath touches my ear. Come to me.
Cool energy flows into my limbs. Color seeps into
the darkness, brightening it until the world reappears,
fuzzy and dim. Have to get up. I push onto my knees.
Bile burns my throat, and I spit up salt and copper.
Come to me.
Crawling. The ground becomes more rock than dirt
and slants downward into a cave. I flop on my face. Can’t
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feel my arms.... I can’t feel.... A plummeting sensation
rips through my gut. I’m falling? Can’t tell...can’t see....
Come to me.
Need stirs deep inside. On my knees again. The
tunnel opens into a wide cavern. A shallow pool stretches out in front of me. Green light glows from its depth.
Come to me.
I slide into the tepid water. My knees scrape against
the black floor of the pool. The green light radiates from
an emerald. My hand closes over its smooth facets. Peace
floods me. Shh, it whispers. Go to sleep. Water kisses my
chin, cheeks, covers my eyes. My hand uncurls, and the
stone slips through my fingers.
ChildofMagicChildofMagicChildofMagic.
Darkness closes in.

JEREMY GIVENS SAT RIGHT NEXT to me, wearing
his best shit-eater, and said, ‘Dude, ain’t no way you can
ride that Big Wheel down that slide!’
‘Ain’t no way’ never met Lawrence Ladreth. Hell,
this Big Wheel never met me either, and here we are
about to be the viral video of the week.
“Lawrie! Lawrie! Lawrie!”
A big grin nearly splits my face open. I love when
people get fired up. A crowd from my high school, mostly juniors like me, gathers around the swimming pool.
Jeremy stands by the ladder of the slide, shaking his
head, and I smirk.
“Hold this.” I toss the pink and purple Barbie Big
Wheel at him.
“You don’t have to do this,” Jeremy says.
Pshaw! Of course I do. Jeremy said ‘ain’t no way’ to
me. That’s a dare, and besides, “Seems like fun.” I climb
the damp rungs of the twisty slide, loving the squeaky
sound of contact between my skin and the slick metal.
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When I reach the top, I stand up straight, pump both fists
in the air, and toss my head back, “Aaooooooooo!”
The night’s humid and the sticky air sizzles with
energy. The bass from the hip-hop music playing in the
house drives my heartbeat. My senses are dancing. Everything’s alive. I look around at the people staring up
at me, cat-calling and sipping sodas, in jean shorts and
bathing suits. Through the windows, I see other kids
from school dancing in the living room.
The porch lights illuminate the backyard and
the lights in the pool make the water shimmer like
Blue-Raspberry Kool-aid on ice. I breathe in deep, inhaling the scents of chlorine and watermelon hookah in
the air. Plastic scrapes the backs of my heels and I turn
my head to see Jeremy below, shoving the Big Wheel at
me. Stooping to grab it, I say, “Use my phone to record
this. Yours sucks.”
“Whatever. Just don’t kill yourself.”
I laugh and stand up, holding the Big Wheel over
my head. In a booming voice, I yell, “Citizens of my
backyard!”
“Whoop! Whoop!” holler my loyal subjects.
“I am assuming the position.”
Cackling, I set the Big Wheel down on the slide.
Adrenaline pumps through my veins faster than the driving beat of the music. Don’t know what it is about doing
stuff that can get me killed, maimed or grounded until
Jesus comes down and says, ‘Whazuuuuuuuuuup?,’ but
nothing spells good time like scaring the shizz out of
myself. I squeeze my butt into the purple seat and blow
my crazy curly hair out of my eyes.
“Count it down!” I yell, and my fans cheer me on.
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“Three...two....”
I stick my legs out over the pink pedals and push off
the walls of the slide with my hands. “Aooooooooooo!”
Wind rips around me. Cool water from the slide splashes
my bare chest. I whip around one curve. The Big Wheel
teeters to the right, so I shift my weight to the left. The
wheels screech as they bounce to the end of the track. I
grip the handle bars as the Big Wheel flips, whooping at
the rush from going head-over-heels into the blue-raspberry pool of....
Green. The water in the pool glows green.
I hit head first.
The water is warm and shallow. My knees scrape
the smooth pool floor. My head bobs. I’m floating.
There’s something under me. A fluorescent emerald? I
reach out to touch it and my fingers close over its slick
facets. A strange, crawling feeling inches its way into
my gut, followed by a need to do something so strong I
want to scream.
A voice comes from nowhere. Child of Magic.
What the.... I try to move, to break the surface of
the water, but something’s holding me down. The Big
Wheel? I can’t see it. It’s gone. The bottom of the pool is
supposed to be white, but right now it’s black.
What the hell? Oh God. I finally did it. I killed myself. I’m dead! I feel myself floating upward. The emerald slips from my fingers and, as it drifts away, it becomes handle bars. Barbie’s Big Wheel. The little bike
sinks as I rise. I hear muffled shouts and driving bass.
The water shines blue-raspberry again, and through
my burning, blurry eyes I see something else in the water—a person beneath me, body slack with hair billow-
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ing over the face. A flash of green light sets the body on
fire before it sinks to wherever Barbie has gone, and that
voice whispers, Come to me.
A heavy feeling sets deep in my chest, like someone close to me is dying. I try to stretch out my hand,
maybe I can grab the guy; maybe I can swim to him. My
lungs ache and burn. I try to breathe, and inhale a lungful
of water.
Blue-raspberry and bright green become red, then
gray, then black.

I KNOW ALL ABOUT THE magical power of a kiss.
That sway is pure pleasure. People who claim it’s ‘love’
are useless idealists. No one thinks, ‘Oh, I love you so
much’ while they’re making out. They don’t think at all,
not really. They just feel. And the feelings, the flood of
dopamine that erupts inside and makes people see socalled ‘sparks,’ is Pixy Stix on steroids for a telempath,
like me. The only time telempathy isn’t hell is when
I’m in the backseat of a car with someone. Then, I don’t
mind being bombarded with another person’s thoughts
and emotions. Pleasure-feedback is sweet and right after,
there’s complete mental silence. Mental silence equals
pure telempathic bliss.
I want that kind of quiet now, but no such luck.
“So, it’s just gonna be me and the girls all day tomorrow,” Heather says, as her mind sings: Paul Davis’s
yummy mouth all over mine all day.
I smile at her. “It’s okay. I understand.” And I do.
Paul’s yummy mouth tomorrow, Lyle’s hot mouth
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tonight. Through her mind’s eye, I see her glorified perception of me standing in front of her: tall, dark and
man-pretty, like an actor oiled up to play an Arab prince
in a TV movie. I smirk; guess I kinda look like that. But
hell, where’s my camel?
Heather misinterprets my smile and grins at me.
She brushes her lips against mine, but when I feel her
tongue try to push itself into my mouth, I step back, wiping my lips. “I’ll call you.”
She blinks at me, hurt flashing in her blue eyes and
flickering through her aura, but the pain shifts to anger
so fast I almost don’t feel the emotion from her. Heather’s eyes are bright and her pretty lips twist into a snarl.
“Forget you! You’re so stuck-up!”
The cheerleader storms to the back door and rips
it open. Muted hip-hop music becomes more defined
during the seconds it takes for her to flip me off and slam
the door closed again. Love how she slammed the door
to my house in my face.
Goodbye. She’s a great kisser, but after a week her
thoughts drove me crazy. All she cares about is being
popular and keeping her frenemies jealous. She’s shallow, but not a horrible person compared to a lot of other
people I know. Human beings in general are selfish, twofaced and hopeless—only good for kissing. Sometimes,
I think the only people I can care about are family. They
don’t lie about loving me.
My flip-flops clack across the hardwood deck as I
move to the railing and squint across the backyard to
the driveway. My stupid little brother drags something
through the open garage door onto the paved drive. I
sigh, feeling frenzied mania pouring off Lawrie in waves
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as he runs into the backyard with his prize. Adrenaline
junkie.
Backtracking toward the deck furniture, I head
for the blue, cloth hammock and fall back on it, grinning when the fabric groans and stretches to support my
weight. Tucking my arms behind my head, I stare up at
the dark sky looking for the Big Dipper.
I can just about draw the sky from memory. I
should’ve brought my sketchpad out. An image of the
unfinished portrait of Heather dances around in my head
and I scowl.
“Lawrie! Lawrie! Lawrie!” people chant.
Thoughts from Lawrie’s annoying friends drift
through me.
This fool’s crazy.
Best party ever.
I tighten the thought-barrier around my mind,
humming a stupid nursery rhyme under my breath.
Chants and songs are great distractions to block outside
thoughts; keeps me sane in crowds. Uncle Jonas taught
me the trick when I was ten. He’d said: ‘Hey Ly, this is
how you keep your head.’ Thirty-four years as a psychic
had taught Uncle Jonas plenty of coping mechanisms.
Though, none of Uncle J’s sixty-six methods had kept
him from swallowing a bottle of Valium and drowning
in his own vomit last year.
“Aooooooooooo!”
I sit up, putting my elbows on my knees and leaning
forward, to see Lawrie standing at the top of the pool
slide holding Nikki’s Big Wheel over his head. A plastic
bottle of strawberry soda sits on the ground next to my
hammock, and I grab it, twisting the cap off. Heather
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left it behind—finders keepers. Pressing the bottle to my
lips, I take a deep swig of warm berry goodness as Lawrence somehow sits down on the baby bike.
I swish the soda over my tongue, rolling my eyes
at the sound of a loud splash followed by cheering, then
choke. The soda burns my throat as an explosion of pain
rips through my left shoulder. My body jerks backward,
and soda sloshes onto my white T-shirt, turning it red.
War breaks out before my eyes. Screaming and
shrieks of charging explosives fill the air, along with the
smell of charring flesh. Light blasts from short guns with
single barrels. High velocity blood-spatters paint the
purple ground red; the double suns in the green sky burn
crimson. Double suns?
Where am I? Where—whose head am I lost in?
Oh God. It’s happening again.
Panic wracks me.
Agony. It’s blinding. I can’t see anything but red
and gray. My whole body goes cold and numb, dying.
There’s green light, and I’m wet. Underwater. A hand,
smaller than mine, reaches out and closes around something—some kind of jewelry, a stone.
ChildofMagicChildofMagicChildofMagic.
There’s a face—a teenage guy with bronze skin,
the same color as mine, and dark blond hair. Clear green
eyes laugh in a face so familiar it hurts, because I know
and don’t know who this guy is.
A voice. A feeling that I need to do something.
I gasp as I’m yanked from the water, from the weird
world. The spiraling sensation in my stomach makes me
want to throw up. My back hits fabric that groans beneath me, and I look up at the night sky. Midnight blue,
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not green.
My body is damp like I’ve been swimming, drowning in strawberry soda, but I’m back. Back in my own
head, back in the yard, but something’s wrong. Flashes
of fear strike my mind and there’s yelling. I bolt up.
A crowd’s around the pool, Lawrie’s crowd, thinking: Oh God, he’s not coming up! He’s dead!
I vault the deck railing. Hitting the grass running,
I shove people out of the way as my heart pounds. I see
Lawrie’s shadowy figure at the base of the pool. He’s not
moving. Terror punches me in the chest as I dive into the
pool. I swim to Lawrie, grabbing him under the arms and
pulling him up. My head breaks the surface of the water
and I gasp for air, shifting to bring Lawrie’s head above
water too. I paddle to the side of the pool where Jeremy
Givens kneels with his hands out.
I pass my brother to Jeremy, not letting go until I
feel Jeremy tugging Lawrie out of my arms, and boost
myself out. Panting, I crawl to where Jeremy’s pressing
his ear to Lawrie’s rib cage. He’s not breathing? I knock
Jeremy out of the way. My brother’s still as a corpse. I
lean over Lawrie, touching his face and tilting his head
back. God, please let me remember how to do CPR.
Don’t die, don’t die, don’t—
Lawrie jerks forward, water spewing out of his
mouth as his eyes fly open. I sit back on my hands, insides reeling in relief, as my brother rolls onto his side,
coughing up pool water.
Then, irritation sets in. I smack Lawrie over the
head as he sits up, wheezing and shivering. “Idi—” I
start to say.
Lawrie’s wet hands grip my biceps and squeeze, his
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green eyes urgent. “Ly, Ly, there’s a guy in the pool! I
tried to get him but he sank. All the way to the bottom.”
He stops, hacking up more water. I pat his back and
look in the water. “There’s nobody else in there. Hey!
Did somebody else jump in?”
The crowd of people around us gets bigger, but nobody’s doing anything, just staring and whispering. Useless morons.
“I can call an ambulance,” Jeremy says.
I bite my lip and look my brother over. His skin’s
usually darker than mine, but right now he’s pale, green
eyes shadowed. “Are you okay?” I ask. “Does your head
hurt? Did you hit it?”
“Ly, look again. There’s a guy in the pool! The water turned green and he was there....” Lawrie trails off,
eyes boring into mine and I feel a knock-knock in my
head. I sense it’s Lawrie, the aura feels like him, bold
and reckless, but it’s also acidic with terror—which is
weird because Lawrence is never afraid.
/What?/ I hate mind-to-mind contact. It feels like
brain-rape; it’s too raw. I can’t keep the other person’s
feelings out or mine in. My brother’s emotions are so
strong they have a taste—salty raspberries.
You gotta read my mind. Somebody’s dyin’. Somebody named....
My insides reel again. Licking my lips, I taste bitter
chlorine. Child of Magic echoes through Lawrie’s head.
What happened to me happened to Lawrie too. Was it
some sort of vision? I’ve never had a vision before, but
it’s not a stretch to believe I could have one. But Lawrie’s not psychic at all, though; how could he have had
a vision?
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My stomach churns. Over the sounds of the crowd
talking, Lawrie’s heavy breathing and muted hip-hop
music, I hear the phrase: Child of Magic.

I CAN’T BELIEVE MY LUCK: Mom and Dad out of
town for the next two weeks, little sister is at Grandma’s for the summer, house party raising my rep into the
stratosphere, and Keelie Sheppard alone with me. I feel
the fast rhythm of the music downstairs through the soles
of my bare feet as the balcony pulses and I can’t keep my
body from moving to the beat. The night is hot and loud
and all mine.
“Whatcha’ smiling about, Dev?” Keelie’s voice is
raspy like a rocker girl’s after a concert; it’s crazy hot. I
really shouldn’t be talking to her right now, because she
just broke up with one of my football teammates. But
she looks good in white short-shorts and a clingy white
top. Every time she reaches for something the top rides
up, showing me her MVP abs.
What the hell? Shane’s already talking to another
girl. He can’t get mad about this.
Keelie’s standing near the thick balcony railing,
peering down at the swimming pool, and I close in be-
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hind her, wrapping my arms around her waist. A fire
starts in my belly as I pull her against my chest. I set my
chin on top of her head, her springy black curls soft on
my skin. She reminds me of a Hershey’s Kiss and suddenly that’s all I wanna do, kiss.
I stroke her stomach under her shirt and wait. If she
smacks me or pulls back, I’ll leave her alone. She laughs
and I feel the vibration of her laughter echo through my
chest and chin. I push her head gently to one side and
kiss her neck, letting my hand wander up, feeling the
spandex fabric of her bikini top. She swats my hand with
a chuckle and moves away.
I take a step back, watching her.
Keelie leans forward on the railing, putting her
elbows on it. “Oh my gawd! Lawrie’s going down the
slide on a Big Wheel!”
The hell?
It’s like having cold water poured down my pants. I
stomp to the railing, glaring down into the yard. Lawrie
is on the pool slide with Nikki’s baby bike. “Stupid.”
Mom and Dad told me to look after my brothers
while they’re gone. The rules are:
1. No parties
2. No overnight guests
3. No drugs, alcohol, or porn
4. No trips to the ER.
Breaking the first rule is a given. Along with that
comes some of the other forbidden stuff, but a trip to the
ER means a call to the parents, and no car keys for the
start of senior year.
It’s not fair. Lyle should get in trouble too. We’re
twins, but I always get stuck with the most crap because
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Lyle is sensitive. That’s just another word for weird. No
one knows about the psychic thing but family, and it’s
staying that way—a family secret. People can’t think my
twin brother is crazy, because if he is, what does that
make me?
I grit my teeth. “Sorry Keels, gotta kill my little
brother. I’ll be back later.”
“I’m here now,” Keelie says. She turns around,
dark eyes scanning my body, and I grin. I’m proud of
my build. I run every morning and lift weights at night.
I slide a hand through my spiky brown hair and look
down at Lawrie plopping his stupid ass down on that Big
Wheel. Whatever.
Keelie’s soft hand rubs my bare abs and my skin
tingles where her fingers touch my flesh. I bring my head
down to kiss her forehead, then her nose, then her lips,
feeling them slowly parting....
The air is sucked out of my body. My lungs convulse, empty. I choke out a wheeze, stumbling back into
a wooden lounge chair that vanishes beneath me as I
splash into a pool of green. The balcony, the party, Keelie...they’re all gone, replaced by a bright, green light at
the bottom of a pool.
ChildofMagicChildofMagicChildofMagic.
The light comes from a small rock and I see a hand
reaching for it. As soon as the fingers close over the
stone, a feeling of longing hits me so hard I want to cry.
The stone slips away, vanishing, the shadowy figure of a
limp body wavering in its previous place.
My chest burns; I need to breathe. I inhale, water
filling my lungs.
“Devon!” Small hands are on my biceps, shaking
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I’m lying on something soft; the night air is warm.
I gasp in and out, sitting up, eyes flying open. The balcony. I’m on the balcony, sitting on a lounger with Keelie straddling me, her face inches from mine. Her hands
clutch my arms. “You passed out or something and you
were choking like you couldn’t breathe!”
There’s shouting below.
My body’s shaking.
Something’s happening. Something’s wrong.
“Do you have asthma? Do you need medicine?”
I shake my head, staring at Keelie’s worried face.
What the hell just happened? What was that? It was like a
vision, but I don’t have visions; that’s Lyle’s weird thing.
I’m not weird. I can’t be weird. I don’t want to be weird.
A scream from downstairs. “Oh God, he’s dead!”
Who’s dead? I try to get up, but Keelie’s on my
legs. The phrase ‘Child of Magic’ echoes in my head.
No, no, this isn’t me! I don’t hear voices! I’m normal.
I’m normal.
“Devon!” Keelie shrieks and her weight’s gone
from my legs. She’s sprawled on her backside on the
wooden floor, giving me bug eyes like something big
and hairy is on my shoulder ready to bite.
Still shaking, I look down at my hands, and groan.
In my grip are two severed lounger arms, their wooden
ends ragged where they’ve been torn off the chair…by
me. I guess I must have grabbed onto them. Laughter
bubbles in my gut, furious laughter because it’s not funny. I lost control of it.
I lost control of it in front of somebody. This has
never happened before. No one’s seen it but me.
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“Keelie.”
“How did you do that? I know you’re totally ripped,
but you just broke them off. You didn’t even strain!”
“Don’t tell anybody,” I growl.
“You’re like friggin’ Superman!”
Superman, the alien.
Looking down into Keelie’s wide eyes and seeing
her fear and amazement, I want to be sick. I jerk to the
left, leaning over the side of the chair, and puke. I ignore
Keelie’s “Gross!” as I stare at the clear puddle I’ve made.
Nothing but water, like I drank an ocean…or a pool.
What’s happening to me?
“You okay, Superman?” Keelie’s hand is on my
shoulder, but I keep my eyes on the water, and tune into
the sounds of pandemonium below.
“What’s going on down there?” I choke. “Go look?”
Her feet shuffle away and I straighten up, wiping
my mouth on my forearm. I drop the arms of the chair on
the ground. Mom’s gonna kill me.
“Oh my gawd, I think somebody drowned in your
pool! I think it’s Lawrie!”
I’m on my feet, racing to the railing. I peer down at
the crowd near the pool and my little brother sprawled
on the grass with Lyle over him. Fear cracks ribs in my
chest.
I spring up onto the railing and jump, not afraid of
hitting the ground or of people seeing me do it.
I’m not normal.
Over blaring hip-hop music, oblivious laughter
from inside the house and murmuring from the crowd
around the pool, Child of Magic thunders in my head.

